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The object of this thaeie is to determin© the relative
iaportance of those variables affecting the travel of a vessel at
launching and to devise a rapid means of determining the point of
ultimate travel by use of nomographic charts.
Sines the functions of the variables which influence the
ultimate travel of a vessel at launching are discontinuous, no
single forozula can be written that will yield the ultiaate travel
in a single solution. However, a recursion formula used in a
step-by-etep computation siotilar to those found in electrical
engineering will yield an approxiisate ourve of travel versus
velocity, ultimate travel being denoted by the point at which the
velocity becomes sero*
Inasmuch as the tediousness of the step-by-step ttethod of
calculation varies directly ae tne nuiuber of steps, but the
accuracy also increases with the number of i>taps, a quick uiethod
of performing the operations is desirable. The five nomographic
charts developed in this thesis accomplish thia. IViere is no single
chart that will solve the problem, since there exists no single
equation able to do so. however, the charts have been found to re-
duce the time normally required by ae much as four or five times,
and thus are considered by the authora to be a quite satisfactory

method of solution. The method of construction of the nomograme
devi89d in this thesis is found in the APPKi\l;IX . It must be reiLeu.*
bered that the accuracy of these c^iarts ir determining the point of
ultiaate trarel cannot be greater than that of the assumed
coefficients*
The results and conclusions hare been obtained by successive
launching calculations of a hypothetical ship having the same hull
form 86 an ESSEX class aircraft carrier. The physical construction
and peculiarities of the ways are those of the battleship ways in
the Norfolk Naval Shlpyardf since these are standard ways and the
authors are familiar with their conBtruction. By changing one
variable at a time ax<d holaing ail others conetant* the fajailies of
curves found in the RESULTS were plotted. From these curves the
authors conclude thatt the net chain drag force has the greatest
effect upon ultimate trsvel; the resultant increase in ultimate
travel caused by a delay in the point of pickup of chain drags is
lets than the delay in the point of pickup; a change in the coef'
fie lent of gre«s© friction (thus atooopheric temperature on the day
of launching) or a moderate change in the combined weight of the
vessel and cradle has llttla effect jpon the point of ultimate
travel! and a veriatlon in the predicted height of tide has very
little effect upon the point of ultimate travel*

lYie estiaete of water resistance was obtained uy using tna
curve of Keith's Coeffleiant, •'C", of Water KeBiataiice as found
in Reference flj. For coapariaon, a uwdified curve of Keith's
Coefficient, "0", was constructed (Curve VI), keeping the area under
the curve equal to that under the standard curve but inorsasiiig
the float-oi'f or ICX)/-' buoypncy value* Tyro calculations were mRcle,
one using the standard '*C** curve, one uain^ the modified curve.
There was a discrepency of onl> twenty feat travel, indicating that
when large drag forces ere used, the shape of the "C** curve ic
somewhat iaunateriai, hov/ever, this float-off value of Keith's
Coefficient "C" becomes increasingly important in deterniiniiig the
point of ultiaate trovel as the interval of completely waterbome
travel is increased. It is, therefore, recoosnended that luriner
investigation be ooade to determine more accurately the float'Off
or 100^ buoyancy value of Keith • a Coefficient, •*C", of water
rearatance where this curve is to bo used for launcnings involving
small net chain drag forces.

IKTKODUCTiaH
More than once in the history of the ert atid science of
ehipbuilding, the person charged with the problem of launching a
large vessel into restricted waters has suddenly realized that his
knowledge of the effect of each of the variables involved on the •
ultiioate trevel is quite meagre. Generally, he has been unable to
find an evaluation of these effects in th« literature on launching.
In our modem text books on this subject, there are shown
methods of analysis of launching data, but these presuppose that
the vessel is already overboard. Ihe launching designer must make
his anelysi* before the vessol i» waterbome.
,
' r
Of the variables affecting ultiiLate travel, the following ere
considered of greatest impoxtancet
1. Actual displacement of the vessel at the time of launch.
2. Coefficient of grease friction.
3. Coefficient of chain drag friction.
4. Weight of chain dratgs.
5. Point of drag pickup.
6. Height of tide.
7. kiagnitude of water resistance.

Sach of tha8« variables has an effect upon the ultimate travel
of the ship, some much greater than others* Ihose whose effect ia
relatively insignificant should be discarded for preliminary cal*
oulations. However, due to a general lack of literature on the
subject to date, it is not known which variables to discard and
which to consider seriously.
In general, it is found most feasible to consider that all
thess variables will combine in any single launching in at least two
ways. Ihey oiay all combine so that the travel will be a maximum, or
80 thai it will be a minimum. If the maximum combination does not
allow the vessel to travel too far or to strike the opposite shore,
and if the vessel safely clears the way ends with an acceptable mar-
gin, the combination is deemed satisfactory, or at least, eafe. Any
other cofflbinetion of these variables leads to a refinement in
est im<4 ting total travel*
lay single celculation for total travel is tedious (an example
is given in Ihble II in the APPBPJPIX ), because it must be done as a
etep-by-step calculation. No equation yet devised will yield total
travel from ^ given set of variables and from a single solution of
the equation* Sinr^e the accuracy of the result is a airect lunction
of the number of steps aeed, a nomogi^am quickly suggests itself as a
rapid means of performing this step-by-step calculation*

Jn summerizing the considerations of the probieiL, it laight be
said that the ship Mist be trxjisfarred from the ways to txie wat^r^
safely clearing the *ty-endd and coming to an economicfcliy snort
stop. It must be stopped before striking the opposite btiiik, and
quickly so, to ainimise the time required for the tu^s to take it in
tow and berth it. Also, a ehort run ft^cilitates cfiain dra^ recovery
and reduces the cost of the drag roadway installation. However, a
long run is desirable to reduce cost of drag inetallation, to reauce
chance of snapping drag wires, and to preclude any poseibliiity of the
drags* preventing the vessel from clearing the ways without having
wire tension draw it back up to the vray ends. *
Iheri are several methods of calculation presently employed.
Ilie Tobin method of integration has been proposed [2] , but tenda to
be cumbersomoi Ihe energy equation is couuaonly used as w^ll as the
force equation. All of these laethods are tedious unless a noaoe^ram,
or "alignment chart** is employed to reduce the number of steps.
It is the purpose of this thesis to develop such a nomogroa,
or aeries of theoa, and with their aid to analyse a launchong rather
exhaustively to determijne the effects of the variables inrolved.

PROCEDURE
The procaduro in. estiioating tha ultitaate travel Ib iMi8«d on
the "fore* equation*' of Newtdn,
F = Ma (1)
By integration, we get an expreasion
Where e - e (3)
B s Average buoyancy over the incrwnent) in tons
C z Kolth*a water resietance coefficient
F]^ s Net downwaya forcet ^ tone, excluaive of water reaiatance
V2 Velocity at the end of a given incraaent of travel, in
ft./eec.
V^ 3 Velocity at the beginning of a given increment of travel,
in ft./aee.
Since tha varieblea involved cosie into play at various tiaes, this
equation oust be applied in a step-by-atep manner, getting ona value
of V2 from the previous velue of ^1 »

We find Vg by ueing nomographic ciiarts. Omrt I is entered
first to obtain the vaiue of Keith's coefficient, "C". Next, with
"C, •**", "B**, and the increment of travel under conaiderttion,
Q
enter Chart II to obtain e • ("e** s Napierian logarithm base)
To obtain the resultant downweye force, exclusive of water
resistance, we use Chart III, entering with the known or aesuaed
ariatles (W-B), fg, D, f,, Wheret
f„ m Coefficient of grease friction
fj s Coefficient of chain drag friction
D s Weight of chain drags
We read the value of F^ on its Hcale.
FCNext, we obtain the value of
-rr; from Chart IV, by entering
with values of "C** and *'7^, from Charts I and III respectively,
end '*B'', which is known from the buoyancy curve.
The lest step is to enter Chart Y with the value of ^-~-
froB Chart IV, the velocity at the beginning of the increment of
travel under consideration, and the value of e obtained from
Chart II. ITie value of V2 is read, its square root taken, and
thue we have the velocity of the veseel at the end of the increment
in question. The foregoing procedure is followed, atep oy step.

until ft negative value of ^2^ is reacaiei. Ttoe Ttssei atops in this
last increoaant.
An noproxijaation to tne actual altuoate point of travel ia
aaade by straight line interpolation between the last positive value
2
of V2 and the first negative value. Where this etraignt line crosses
v-
2
Vp - is the ultimate point of travel.
Another aiethod also can be used to deteraine the end point of
travel. If we set Y^ = in equation (2) and solve for S*, tne
distance between the point of travel of the last positivt value of
V.^ and Vp2 - 0, we get
5'^.:^',.b-p'\
The-, pccuracy of this Last method is not considered Justified,
however, and the straight line interpolation ia used in tnis thesis.
To use the ::n8rt3, certain aata are r^qui'^f^- These include!
1. Buoyancy curve versus travel (generally drawn to deteroiin*
way-dnd pressures, and based on weight of vessel alone),
declivity of ways, height of tide, position of center of
gravity of vessel and cradle, point of dropoff, etc.

2* Assumed values of
a. Coefficient of grease friction, fg
b. Coefficient of chain drag resiatance, f^
c. Curve of water reeietance coefficient versus
percent buoyancy afloat.
d* Point of travel at which chain drags are picked
up.
e« Height of tide*
.
f. Number and weight of chain drag cluoips per eide
g. Size of increments of travel to be used in step-
by-etep velocity calculations
The essufflptione made in using the force equation include the
followingi
1. Drag resietance coefficient is defined as ratio of the
actual drag wire pull to the drag weight. Thun the
"coefficient of friction'* is modified by the angle of the
wire relative to the ground, and acceleration of the drag
itself. This angle is very smell, however, and the dis-
crepancy between •*drag resistance coefficient'* and "drag
coefficient of friction"* is not great*
2. Average buoyancy is used for the entire increment of
travel and is assumed to have a conetant value throughout
the increment. Thus, the values of "C" and "F,** are
constants for each increment.
10

3* Flo&toff, rather than dropoff, is assumed; thus no ais-
sipation of energy is considered due to the bow* a dropping
off of the way-ends.
4. The cradle is aeaumed self buoyant, but its weight is
included in ship's weight because* it must be accelerated
at the same rate ae the ship itself.
5. Keith's curve of "C* versus % Buoyancy afloat is assuaed
as a basis for water resistance chiefly because it is a
standard which i3 available in a comaionly used textbook \\\ <
Ihie curve agrees closely with analyses of the launching of
USS TARAWA and USS « SHANGRI-LA.
6* All forces which accelerate or decelerate the vessel are
assumed to act in the line of motion of the center of
gravity of the ship and cradle. The true angle between
lines of action of these forces and the tangent to the
path of the center of gravity of ship and cradle is very
saall. '
The design of Chart III provides for no cejuber of ways, and
for 9/16" declivity. See APPiiJJDIX , Page 42, for the method of
plotting the coefficient of grease friction scele when a declivity
different from 9/16** is used. In the event cambered ways are used,
it i« advisable to calculate tne retarding force due to grease












B " = 8400 TONS
REQUIRED
TO DETERMINE "C"
1 ORW A LINE FROM "B"= 20000 TONS TO "100 7." ON SCALE OF "PERCENT BUOYANCY AFLOAT",
CROSSING INDEX LINE AT SOME PONT, X. FOR AU VALUES OF "C" FOR A 20,000-TON SHIP,
X WILL BE THE PIVOT POINT.
2 DRAW ALINE FROM "8"= 8400 TONS THROUGH X, TO "PERCENT BUOYANCY AFLOAT" SCALE.
3. PROJECT THIS POINT DCWN TO KEITH'S CURVE.
4 PROJECT THE INTERSECTION HORIZONTALLY TO THE "C" SCALE.
5. REQUIRED VALUE OF "0"=6IO.
% 1 0% 20% 30% 40% 5 r/. 6 3% 70% e0% 90% JO












































(KEITH'S CURVE FROM PRINCIPLES OF NAVAL ARCHITECTUNE
,
BY ROSSELL AND CHAPMAN, VOL I, PAGE 26E)
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TO DETERMINE THE DOWNWAYS FORCE, F;
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^ 1 1 1 1'l 1 1 1 1'li 1 1 i S 1 1 1 1'l H
(W-B) IN THOUSANDS OF TONS
o 9 ^
'a. ^ O* . o^^"- \
EXAMPLE. GIVEN •• (W-B) =20,000 TONS
i ^
= 0.020; D 240 TONS; fj, = 020
DRAW A LINE FROM (W-B) = 20,000 TONS THROUGH
"f
= 0.020, AND READ (6--O^W-B) = 536 TONS
ON BOTTOM SCALE. CALL THIS POINT X,.
DRAW A LINE FROM 0=240 TONS THROUGH ^0 • 0.60, AND READ •f„D • 144 TONS, ON TOP SCALE.
CALL THIS POINT X^
AND X„. AND READCONNECT X| F, = 392 TONS AT POINT OF INTERSECTION, X, , ON CENTER PARALLEL
LINE
/ D , WEIGHT OF CtJAIN DRAGS IN TONS
I I I
I
I I I I
I
I I I I
I
I I I I
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1 DRAW A LINE FROM ^^ = 346 TO V, = 500
2. DRAW A VERTICAL LINE FROM e" 1.103, INTERSECTING THE FIRST LINE AT
SOME POINT, X,
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The foliowixig paragraphs discuss the results as fouod on each
tndiTidual eurre. A conparison of the results will be found in
CONCLUSIONS AND REG OI&;A£NDATIONS . Since variations with travel of
the several variables were found to be slight, only a few points
are necess&ry to obtain these curves.
Curve I«
A plot of Ultimata Travel versus Coefficient of Grease Friction
for Contours of Constant Weight (ship and cradle), other ohart
variables being held constant* The following results are notedt
1. The relative effect of the coefficient of grease friction
on ultiaate travsl increases as the weight increases,
2. For any one weight, ultimate travel varies inversely and
linearly as the coefficient of grease friction.
3. For any one coefficient of grease friction, ultioate
travel ia proportional to the weight*
Curve II»
A olot of Ultioiats Travel versus Coefficient of Drag Friction
for Contours of Constant Xsight ^.ship and cradle) « other cbart
variables being held constant* The following results are notedi
1. The relative effect of the coefficient of drag friction on
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2. For any on» weight, ultimate travel does not vary invor»©ly
as the coefficiant of drag friction in a straight line
nannerj instead it ie concave to the ri^ht, Ihis is to be
expected, eiace with lero coefficient of drag friction the
travel ia theoretically infinite.
Curve III*
A plot of Ultiuate Travel versus Coefficient of Grease Friction
for ContouTB of Constant Drag Friction Coefficient, other chart
variables being held constant* The folloving results are notedt
1. The relative effect of the coefficient of grease friction
upon ultioKite travel decreases as the coefficient of drag
friction increases*
2. For any one coefficient of drag friction, ultinate travel
varies inversely and Xinearly as the coefficient of grease
friction.
3. For any one coefficient of grease friction, ultiinate travel
increases exponentially with a decrease in coefficient of
drag friction. For the vessel analyzed by this curve the
following relationship was founds-
Ultiaate travel oC t^
4. Ihe construction of this type of plot which uses extreae
expected values of coefficient of grease friction and





























held constant) is very useful since it shows th« coaibination
of coefficients for ainioiuffl expected trtivei, ooaxiiouik
expected travel, and all in-between valaea.
Curve IV»
.
A plot of Point of Pickup of Chain Dra^s vereus Ultimate lY-avel
for Contours of Constant Coefficient of Drag Friction, other chart
ariablea being held constaiit. Ilie following results are notedt
1. Ihe relative effect of a change in the point of pickup
upon ultimate travel increases as the coefficient of drag
friction increases*
2. For any one coefficient of drag friction, ultiaate travel
varies linearly with a change in the point of pickup.
3* The increase of ultijaoate travel ie less than the extension
of travel to the point of pickup* In one case, where the
point of pickup is delayed 60 feet, the ultiaate travel of
the vessel is only 40 feet greater.
Curve V*
A plot of Height of Tide versus Ultiinate Travel of Vessel,
all other c^iart vhriables being hela constant* The foliowino result
is noted a
1. Tiia effect of a variation i& the height of tide upon
ultuoate travel ie practically negligible. For a tide
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ultiiaate travel was only 50 feet. It aiuat be realized,
however, that the height of tide is a very importttiit
factor in determining the way-end preesure produced at
launching.
Curve VI.
A plot of the curve of Standard Keith's Coefficient, ••C", of
^Utaiter Resietance versus a Modified Curve of Keith's Coefficient,
*C**, the area under each curve being kept constajit. I^e authora
have assumed thet the standard Keith's Curve was constructed from
data obtained on ship launchings at which large chain drag forces
were present.
In calculating the ultimate travel for a ship utiliiing
large chain drag forces, (using first the Standard Keith's Curve
and then the Modified Keith's Curve » holding all other variables
constant), it was found that the use of the Modified Keith's Curve
increased the ultimate travel by only soaie 20 feet. Thus, the
•'lOO^ Buoyancy Afloat" value of Keith's Coefficient, "C", has
reletively little effect upon the calculated point of ultimate travel
when large chain drag forses are applied. However, if the drag force
is considerably reduced, the vessel will travel a greater distance
in a fully waterborne condition and the end value of Keith's
Coeffici'jnt becomes extremely importunt inasmuch as it determines aluiost






















(FROM PRINCIPLES OF NAmL '
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i CONCLUSIOKS A*.D R2C0UiiK>:DATJ0NS
I
The form of the besic equation (2 ), ie thut of a recursion
formula. Thet is, to find the ultiaate travel, or point at which '
V^.^ z 0, one cemnot simply substitute Talues into a foriLula and
solve for V» . This is because the several variables come into
play at different times during travel, or in other words, the
functions of the variables are discontinuous. Ibe Btep*by-step
method lends itself to determination of V^^ for increments of travel
over which these ftinctions are continuous, thus giving e curve of
velocities which, *hen plotted against travel, is a close approxi-
mation to the actual velocity curve. With these circumstances in
mind, the nomograms developed in this thesis report greatly reduce
the steps required to find the points on the velocity curve* For
the seme reason that no one formula will yield the ultimate travel,
no one nomogr^is will.
From a comparison of Curves I through VI, the lollowing con-
elusions are drawn
t
!• The net chain drag force is the most important variable
affecting the ultimate travel of a vessel at launching*
2. The resultant increase in ultimate travel caused by a
delay in the point of pickup of chain drags is less than
the delay in point of picKup.
3. A moderate variation in the height of tide has very little
27

effact upon ultiiixite tr&vel of a vessel at launching.
4» A variation in tne coefficient of grease friction haa
little effect upon the ultiiaate travel of a vessel at
launching. ThuS) the atmospheric teibperatur« on the day
of launching, which affects the coefficient of grease
friction, need not be an important consideration.
5« A moderate change in the combined weight of the veseel
and its cradle has little effect upon ultimate travel.
6. Ihe value of Keitn'e Coefficient, "C", of Water Keeistance
when the vessel is completely waterbonae becomes increas-
ingly important in determining the point of ultimate travel
ae the Interval of completely waterborne travel increasett
The nomographic charts developed herein present a rapid means
of obtaining the point of ultimate travel at leunehing when use is
made of the force equation outlined in the Pr.OCrOURE . These cherts
will yield an anewer in about one-fourth of the time required by
the conventional methods of step-by-step calculations with far less
likelihood of error, eince less computation ie required. It Jiutt
be understood that the accuracy of the end point result obtained
ie no greater than that of the assumed coefficients* Also, these
nomographic charts furnish a more accurate means of cadculating
than an ordinary ten-ixioh slide rule.
i>8

All numerical results contained in this thesis are based on
calculations using the Standard CXirve of Keith's Coefficient, **0**,
of Water Resistance as found on Chart I. In tne event that b. modi-
fied form of Keith's Curre is to be used it may be substituted for
the Standard Keith's Curre on Chart I and the same nomographic
method applied to obtain the desired point of ultimate travel*
A further investigation seems warranted to determine the
accuracy of the end point value (fully waterbome condition) of
Keith's Coefficient, '*C*', of Water Resistance. From recent launching
data (USS SJIANGRI-LA, CV-38), the end point value of "C appears to
be about 1400. Thie was computed from data obtained with a gyro*
acceleroaeter mounted on board the vessel at the time of JLaunohing*













To determine the velocity of e veesel et any poiJit of its
TreTel, a etep-by-stfp method of celculetion muet be used. The
etep taken is froa a kriown velocity to the point of trarel where
the desired velocity obtains. A mexiaum of fifty feet per step
or increment of travel, is used in this thesis.
At least two types of equations for the determination of the
ultimBte travel of a ship upon launching are used in pressnt day
practise, the force equation and the energy equation.
l^iis thesis considers only the force squatioiiy which states
that the resultant force acting on the ship in its line of notion
equals the oass of ship and cradle tines its aceelsr&tion.
T^e following symbols are usedt
W : Weight of ship and cradle » in tons
B = Average buoyancy of ship, in tons, over Inorsasnt of
travel, read from Chart YIII, (Cradle is assumed self
buoyant)
9 z Angle of declivity of ways
a - Acceleration of ship in line of travsl
Ti - Average downwaye component of ship's weight minus the













J. Ch^in drag reaib Ltij.ce
g - Crevitationcl constant
Sj^ = Listarice ship treveis to beginning of euy Increoient
So ~ Di3tfar.ce ship tr&vels to end of er.y increuient
S* - Distance ship travels beyond last increment for V^*- positive
s - S^ - S^
y^ - Velocity at point of travel, S,
V^ = Velocity at point of travel, S^
V^. = Velocity at end of any increoient in general
D = Weight of chain drags in action
f - Coefficient of grease friction
fo = Coefficient of chain drag friction (or resistance)
K = Constant of proportionality between water reaiatance
Z o
in tons and ship's speedy V*^^ in (ft./sec.)*
C
C = Keith'i Coefficient of water resistance
The derivation of the equation for velocity !it tno end of any






F - Ka5s a AccecERATtonMET
'ner
- W ex.
t^ - V^ it)So, -^ -VjL5 ^^^
Let U8 assune that the drag force and grease friction act
in the direction of the line of notion of the vessel. Then the
total force causing acceleration ist
F - KV^ - F M
where KV is the resistance of the water and K is determined froa
Keith's Curve of Water Resistance Coefficients.
IVierefcre. l^i^p-^v^) -V^ (7)
Note that average values of T-, and K over the increaent are to oe
used, 80 that the forces iuay be considered as conetants for the
entir<% increment in qnastion*
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Separating the variables in Equation (7), ve obtaint
I
(a)






TkEiking antilog of both sides of Equation (ll)»
(12)
(13)




_ D '-"Equation (14), after putting K - -jt- , reduces toi
v' , SI^^Z. z^l (15)
Where F^ = (W-E)8in 9 - ('«-B)f cos © - Df^
TVie foregoing expression is further simplified by seying^
that, since 9 is quite small,
ein 6 = 9, in radians
cos 9 ' 1.00
Therefore, Ft, = (w-B)(9 - f ) - Dt^ (16)
is
One of the oljeotives of this thesis is to develop e rapid
method of finding the end point of travel (at which Vg"^ - 0),
bas^d on assumed values of retarding variables. The auethod developed
is discussed in the next sectiont
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Development of Nomographic Charts.
CHART I is a Z-type nouogr&m used to deteraine the percent
buoyancy afloat, Keith's curve is drawn as given in Principles
of Naval Architecture , Vol. I., Page 262, with the Z-type chart
below it, "B** is read from Curve YIII and averaged, over the incre-
ment. In Fig. (1), it can be seen by siailar triangle eualysie^
lOO/o
Figure I
Since OB _ O^
7o0 ~ "^^Tf^
(17)
and OP _ OD , 2£ (13)
therefore OB0/ B r ^^ (19)
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Therefore, the rzlne of **%h Afloat" is correct as lead.
"C" is read as from a noraal gra^h by noting the inters ectioji of
the -bsisaca of "^B Afloat" and the •*C" rurve.
CHART II ie a aoaoi^raii to detennine values of • • based on
equations
e = e. ^c (^.3^-5.) (20)




'nils gives the fona of Chart IX* which can b« proved ify
congruent triangles if the index line is aidvmy between the 8oal«t




To siaplify the chsrt design, lay off values oi' "j l^ftjo^
Q Q
as 9 r 3C6lfl. grid valuas of loK log e tis an e scale on the/o /o
same line. Dra* o "C" ec&l© as on Chart II, using values of log C
with the index line midway oetween the "C"- "md "B"-BGale8, ad snown.
T;hen, calsulatft e for any reasonable values of "W", "C**, and **B".
If a value of "W" =: 1000 is used, the process of laying out the
•^"-s^ale is siaplified. Draw a line between the points of "C" and
e , crossing the index line at some point X, A lina froia tne chosen
value of "B** through X determines "W" on a line of the •*C"-^cale
extended. From tnis point, and to the same scale as "C**, lay off
values of log ^ W using standard log.^tablea. A second siinilar
calculation with the assumed value of "W greater tfian the first
will determine the direction of the •*W**-scale.
Note that '*B** is always lest than or equal to "W" lor any
given ship.
CHART III is a nomograa to determine the dowiwaye force, F
,
and is 8 pair of Z-charts with a difference scale suporimposed.
It is desired to solve the following equations
F^ X (f-B)9 - fg(W-B) - fjD (24)
F^ = (« - fg)(W.B) . fjD (2b)
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The Z chart is constru(:ted as followsi
DrB.w two parallel lines AB and CD, and draw 3C«
Connect E and F from any points on AB and CD, intersecting 6C in
some ooint S«
Since triangles EBG and CGT are similar, SB = const x CF.
This is the form deaired to solve Equation (2b).
To lay out the chart for the first t«nD of the right hand
side of Equation (25), mark diTi3l:>na to tome convenient scale
of (W-B) on BA. Tb any convenient scale on CD, lay out values
for (e - f )(W-B). TVien, with any convenient values of (d - f )
and (*-B), calculate the product (9 - f )(W-fc^. Mark this point
on its scale. Draw EF, labeling the point C, (on tne l^e con-
necting the lero points of the (w-B)- and (9 - f ) (W-B)-scale8)
,
with th* val-je of f used in the celculition- Point G Jiii.ll thus
be th^ pivot point lor all valuss of iW-B) and tne asziux&ed value
of f- *ith a slope of ways equal to 9. Pivot points for other
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values of f are calculateo aiiuiiarly.
CHART III is designed !'or slope of 9-16", but pivot points ou
the f scale for other declivities can be readily located oy ti:ie
g
method just described. Scales similar to tnoae for (W-B), f , and
O
(© - f )(W-B) are laid off on CD, CB, and BA for weight of drags, D.
drag coefficient of resistance, f. , and drag for^e Df^.
iiidway between Al and CD, a parallel line is draMi on which
is drawn a scale of differences between the scales of (9 - f )(W-B)
and Df^. Each of these poizits is located by takixig ax.y convenient
values of (9 - f ) (W-B) and Df,, subtracting them, drawing a line
between them cutting the difference scale line at a point, and
labeling the point with the computed difference. Thus, the scale
of the difference line is at once determined*
F CCHART JV ie a nomograjc used to determine ~4- • Taking tne
log of this, we havet
'm,/, -'n.p. = |l»J,o» -^-^^..C (27)
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To construct tne chart, draw three parallel equidietant




Draw mn and pq, causing thaxa to intersect et some point X» on CD*
From any reference point below m and q, lay off a log sci-le on
1a and on FE. Because of the congruent triangles pXm and nXq,
pm = nq. If n is laid off as jlog^^B, q as log,^C, p as log^^F,
then m jrill lie on the value of ^j * ^ Due to auibiguities of aign
and construction, Chart IV j»u3t be used in the following orderi
1. Draw a line from F, to C.
F.C
2. Draw a line from B through X to locate -f^^
Not r.ce, the algebraic sign of -^ is the saae as that of F.
CHART Y ie fv nomogram to determine Vp and is designed in
a different oiEinner from the others. Thi^ chart is used to solve




The e que t ion is i











The determinant o£ ttis iuay be written;






But thif is the equation of a straight line leid cut on
2 1 ?
•
x-y axee. "^fo x=l, y =V, ;wh©nx-f, y = Vg*^; when x - 0,
y r M. A perueal of Chart Y will diBoloee the method of plotting,
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The scale of -^ le the y-exie, and although the scale of ^ is
plotted on the x-axis; the label for each point le ""e ".
Typical exomples ere ohown in Tables I and II. "Dible I ic
cdcputed .vith aid of the charts , vhile l^bla II is computed with
slideniie and colculetin^ imchine. The former ttble required one
hour to fill in; the latter, about four hours. Ihe chance of error
in uping T^ble I with the charts is negligibly small compared to
the cQlculatinji uachine method. The difference in the ejiswers
obtained by the two methods is quite negligible, beintj only four





For Determination of Ultiaat* Travel
Travel s B C e W-B i\ F,C
^3 V
2 V^
(ATg.) i 2 c
0-50 50 200 28 1.22 19,800 730 598 108 10.4
50-100 50 325 47 1.18 19,675 726 722 201 14.2
100-150 50 650 86 1.15 19,350 714 820 281 lo.8
150-200 50 1300 160 1.128 18,700 690 920 352 18.8
200-250 50 2500 260 1.123 17,500 646 910 415 20.4
250-300 50 4100 355 1.121 15,900 587 805 458 ^^1.4
500-350 50 6100 475 1.120 13,900 bU 730 486 22.0
350-400 50 8400 610 1.115 11,600 428 640 501 22«4
400-450 50 11200 772 1.110 8,800 325 500 500 22.4
450-500 50 14200 945 1.103 5,800 215 346 486 22.0
500-510 10 16200 1065 1.02 3,800 141 235 480 21.9
510-550 40 16900 1105 1.081 3,100 116 194 458 21.4
550-600 50 17300 1135 1.096 2,700 100 168 432 20.8
600-650 50 17700 1148 1.101 2,300 86 143 405 20.1
650-700 50 18050 1150 1.100 1,950 73 122 380 19.5
700-750 50 13450 1135 1.103 1,550 58 95 352 18.8
750-800 50 18850 1085 1.110 1,150 43 65 325 18.0
800-330 30 19100 1055 1.071 900 -15 •21 300 17.3
830-860 30 19400 1000 1.076 600 -79 -110 271 16.5
8o0-S90 30 19600 980 1.078 400 -135 -183 238 15.4
890-920 30 19350 945 1.080 150 -193 -246 201 14.2
920-950 30 200OO 910 1.083 -250 -310 161 12.7
950-100-0 50 20000 910 1.138 -250 -310 105 10.2
1000-1050 50 20000 910 1.138 -250 -olO 55 7.4
1050-1100 50 20000 910 1.138 -250 -310 10 3.2
1100-1150 50 20000 910 1.138 -250 -310 -29 -
1150-1200 50 20000 910 1.138 -250 -310 -29 -
W = 20,000 Tont








Calculating ^iachine and Slide Rule iietbod



























































































































Calculating ^iachine Eoid Slid-? Rule liftthod
For Determination of Ultiuate Travel
<9














1 729 1 34.2 28 1.221 0.1964 1.218 0.821
rs 724.4 1.63 47.2 47 1.003 0.1615 1.175 0.350
3 712.5 3.^ 75 86 0.872 0.1405 1.150 0.870
4 688.5 7.5 119 160 0.744 0.1198 1.127 0.887
5 644.3 12.5 185 260 0.712 0.1146 1.121 0.892
6 ^85-,
4
20.5 258 355 0.727 0.1170 1.124 0.890
7 511.8 30.5 332 475 0.699 0.1125 1.L28 0.637
8 427.1 42 412 610 0.675 0.1087 1.115 0.397
9 324 56 500 772 0.648 0.1043 1.110 0.901
10 213.
C
71 535 945 0.619 0.0997 1.105 . 905
11 139.9 81 640 1065 0.601 0.0194 1.020 0.961
12 114.1 84.5 660 1105 0.597 0.0769 1.080 0. 926
13 99.4 36.5 675 1135 0.595 0.0958 1.101 0.909
14 84,7 88.5 685 1143 0.597 0.0961 1.101 0.903
15 71.8 90.3 690 1150 0.60C 0.0966 1.102 0.903
16 57.1 92.3 700 1135 0.617 0.0993 1.105 0.505
17 42.3 94.3 705 1085 0.650 0.1047 1.110 0.901
18 -16.9 95.5 710 1055 0.673 0.0650 1.067 0.937
19 -77.9 97 720 1000 0.720 0.0696 1.072 0.933
20 -135.3 98 730 980 0.745 0.0720 1.075 0.930
21 -194,7 99.3 735 945 0.778 0.0752 1.073 0.928
22 -250 100 740 910 0.813 0.0785 1.082 . 924
23 -250 100 740 910 0*613 0.1309 1.140 J. 377
24 -250 XOO 740 910 0.813 0.1309 1.140 0.377
25 -250 100 740 910 0,813 0.1309 1,140 0.877
26 -250 100 740 910 0.913 0.1309 1.140 0.877




Calculating Machine and Slide Rule Uethod
For Determination of UltiiOflte Travel
o
zr







z ^' " B V3
Of
o
z (31) FrJ^ Line
Above * (1 9)
1 • 218 .819 597 130.1 130.1 lp6.8 10.3
2 .175 .998 720 126 232.8 197.9 1^.1
3 .150 1.147 617 122.6 320.5 279 lb.
7
4 .127 1.343 925 117.5 3i^6.5 351.7 18.8
5 .121 1.405 905 109.5 461.2 411.4 20.3




7 .128 1.430 732 93.7 548.7 486.7 22.1
6 .116 1.482 63o 72.8 559.5 501.9 22.4
9 .110 1.542 500 55 556.9 501.8 22.4
10 .105 1.6151
1.665/
345 36.2 538 480.9 22.1
11 .0195 233 4.5 491.4 AdZ.l 21.9
12 .080 1.678 ;1^1 15.3 497.4 460.6 21.4
13 .1005 1.680 167 It. 8 477.4 434.0 20.0
14 .101 1.660' 142 14.3 448.3 ^ 407.0 20.2
15 .1015 1,667 120 - 12.2 419.2 380.6 19.5
16 .1045 1.622 93 9.7 390.3 351.7 18.8
17 .110 1.538 6b 7.2 358.9 323.4 18.0
18 .067 1.485 -25.1 -1.7 321.7 301.4 17.3
1^ .072 1.390 -108 -7.8 293.6 273.9 16.6
20 .075 1.342 -182 -13.7 260.2 242 15.5
21 .078 1.285 -250 -19.5 222.5 206.5 14.3
22 .082 1.229 -307 -25.2 181.3 lo7.5 12.9
23 • 140 1.229 -307 -43.0 124.5 109.2 10.4
24 .140 1.229 -307 -45.0 00.2 58.1 7.6
2^ .140 1.229 -307 -43.0 15.1 13.2 3.6
26 .140 1.229 -307 -43.0 -27.9 -24.5
27 .140 1.229 -307 -43.0 -27.9 -24.5 -
W K 20,000 Tons





Sourcee of D&te. for Analysis
The data on whicn the analyses of the variation of travel
with different variables .vara baaed was collected at the Norfolk
Nnvai Shipyard at the time of ieunching the USS SHAKGRI-LA (CV38),
which used seven clumpe per aide ftnd the USS TARAWA (CV40), with
five cluaps per side. Hydraulic dynamoiaeterp were placed in six
of the wires comiectin4; the drag chain clumpe to the vessel. The
drags passed over three surfaces, rough concrete composed of con-
crete bearers with ebout six feet of soft earth between them,
smooth slab concrete, and £>teel which covered the trigger pit*
Tables III and IV are enclosed herewith, giving a summary of data
taken from these dynamometers. Each clump weighed 50 tons.
T^ble V 18 a summary of the conditions at the time of launching
of theoe vessels. Tkbl^s ni, IV, and V, it is felt, fully justify
the values of the different variables used in this thesis report.
The ranges of the variables were selected from values referred to in
the published literature on the subject.
Tor reference, the observed launching velocities of the
USS SHANGRI-LA end USS TARAWA ere shown in Gurvs VII as computed

































Absorbed Distance Average Average
rt,-Lb. Ft,
16,464,000 282 58,383 0.521
17,428,000 282 61,801 0.552
14,060,000 230 61,130 0.546
14,432,000 230 62,746 0.560
2,720,000 52 52,307 0.467




4,152,000 123 33,756 0.30X
4,420,000 123 35,935 0*321
8,572,000 246 34,846 0.311
Steel Cover of Trifiger Pit
558,000 25 2i:,320 0.199
608,000 25 26,720 0,239
580,000 25 23,200 0.207






Chain DrcLg Dyi^euuoEieter D^ta
Rough Concrett
Drag Energy Effective I>fd
AvefagfNo. Absorbed Dlfltancw Average
Ft. -Lb. n.
1 Port 23,610,000 389 60,700 0.542
1 Stbd 24,020,000 389 61,600 0.551
2 Port 19,600,000 315 62,900 0,562
2 Stbd 19,420,000 315 61,600 0.551














2 Port 1,576,000 32 49,300 0.440
2 Stbd 1,389,000 32 ^ 43,400 0.387
4 Port 3,740,000 116 32,250 0.288
4 Stbd 3,935,000 116 33,920 0.303
Totals 10,640,000 296 35,960 0.321
Steal Cover of Tr:Lg^er Pit
1 Port 892,500 28 31,900 0.284
1 Stbd 873,000 28 31,200 0.278
2 Port 845,000 28 30,150 0.269
2 Stbd 925,000 28 33,060 0.295
4 Port 740,000 28 26,410 0.236
4 Stbd 838,000 28 29,900 0.267






Launching Wt. (Ship db Credle) Tons
C. G. Ship A Crsdle Aft. oi' d, P.
Irnft, Foi-cprd rt. i In.
Drfift, fSi n; flb In-
Drait, kean yt, 4 In.
Depth of 'Aater Cvor V/ey
Ends Ft.
Average Initial Pressure Tdn»/Sq. Ft.
Tr«^v6l to Pivot Ft.
Pivoting Pressure Tons
MaxixQuai *ay Dnd Pressure Tons/Sq. Ft.
Travel to Uaximuin *. K, Pressure (Ft.)
Coeflicient of Friction of Grease
Coefficient of Friction of Concrete
Coefficient of Friction Concrete
Fearers and Grevel
Coefficient of Friction Steel
Keith's Coefficient of Water
Pesiatance at IC07. Buoyancy
Uexlmum Velocity Ft./Sec.
Trevsl to Max. Velocity Ft.
Drop-Off Velocity Ft./Sec.
TVevel to Stop F*
.
Stem to Opposite Shore












































Length of Ground Ways, Dver All
Length of Ground Ways, from Face of
Jeck Log to Ways End
Length of Ground ITaye froa I*^ce of
jEck Log to Face of Trigger
Length of Ground Jays from Face of
Trigger to End of Waye
Declivity of Ways
Transverse Slope of Ibye
Width of Ground 'Aaye
Ufeterial of Ground Waye
Spread of C-round Wayt C to C
Spread of Ground Vteye R to R
Sliding Ufa ye
ForATird End of Slidlr^ '.Vaye
After Snd of Sliding Ways
Length of Sliding Afays, Over All
Length of Sliding '*ay8, Effective













































Length of Sliding Way a Aft of Trigger
Width of Sliding Y<ayf, Total
Width of Sliding T/eye, Sffertive
Space B«t'«een Sliding Way and Kibbend
Bearing Area Sliding '.Vaye, Effective
Wedges, Number
Wedge Ueterial
Wedge, Average Load Per
Grease Irons, Nuintcr
Greese Irons, Type
Grease Irons, Average Load Per
























Amount of Base Coat Applied
Amount of Slip Coat Applied
Amount of Base Coat Recovered
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